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Abstract - we implement this technique to identify the

There is iterative training in machine learning to get the
data and store in database. The activities in the accounts are
identified as menace or protected in SPM. Finally, the results
of identifying bots and troll identities are visualised and
resulted by supervised machine learning algorithms.

malicious activities in social contact. The increasing number of
accounts in social media platforms is a serious threat to the
internet users. To detect and avoid fake identities it is need to
understand the dynamic contagion. In exist; there are many
models to detect the fake identities by bots or humans. Sybil
identities are generally focused on famous social media
platforms. The proposed system discussed in this paper is to
detect the Sybil and troll identities using machine learning
engineered techniques.

1.1 Proposed System
Create a social media tweets, hash tags, social media posts,
feeds, comments. Create non-relational databases. Using a
data set preparation and cleaning. Then create a dataset.
Applying the Ml supervised machine learning algorithms.
Finally evaluate and visualize the results. It gives accuracy
more than 90%. It is an real time data analytics.

Key Words: Machine learning, fake accounts, data sets,
social platforms

1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Existing System

The platforms of social media have a great impact on
many areas today. In this we are focusing to identify the
Sybil and troll identities in the platforms of social networks.
There are many identities that are threats and malicious to
the people on internet. So to identify the platforms of fake
identities we use this supervised machine learning
techniques to overcome of these fake identities.

During the process of detecting the fake identities humans
and bots have same behavior. These are applied to many
supervised machine learning models. Many engineered
features are existing but are not much successful in
implementing to detect the malicious accounts. Existing
system use only two parameters.
‘‘Friend-to-followers ratio.’

In this the data sets are collected by the large data
collection blogs. The data is stored and if any data is found
malicious the data is cleaned and stored again. This gets the
data more accurate of the user whether the account is a Sybil
or troll identities/accounts using advanced techniques. This
makes the platforms free of malicious activities to some
extent.

Friend count
Less prediction accuracy
Not an real time analysis
Existing system not used for an long dataset.

Once the data is cleaned the spaces where the data is
missing is filled. This shows that the missing spaces are fake
identities and filling space are the cleaned fake identities.
Before, the data is cleaned it is stored in non-relational
database. Therefore, gets the data sets in a collection for
future reference and remove the fake profiles.

Accuracy in supervised algorithm is 68 %
The existing system is not much featured to detect troll
accounts then the bots accounts.
The prediction of identity is not much accurate.

Then they predict the accounts of social networks that are
threats or ward. Using machine learning helps to find the
fake identities of many social platforms. This growth in areas
of internet makes the accounts more reliable and
trustworthy for the users. Then the accounts are iterated in
machine learning algorithms to identify the fake profiles
over the internet.
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The existing system focused on twitter to identify the fake
identities.
Create a social media tweets, hashtags, social media posts,
feeds, comments. Create non relational databases. Using
data set preparation, cleaning .Then create a dataset.
Applying the Ml supervised machine learning algorithms.
Finally evaluate and visualize the results. Its gives
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accuracy more than 90%. Its an real time data analytics.
The existing system detect fake identities to 50% of
accuracy. Three types of machine learning algorithm are
used to detect the fake identities. The model is dependent
on features (name, location, profile image).
cross validation and resampling methods are used
in machine learning to detect fake identities.

Fig. 2 Data collection (Bots data)

DATA CLEANING:
Collecting the data from one task and making it
useful to another data is an-other vital task. Data collected
will be in an unorganized format and there may be lot of null
values, in-valid data values and unwanted data from various
means. Cleaning all the data and replacing them with the
approximate data and filling the null and missing data with
some fixed alternate values are the basic steps in preprocessing of data. Even data collected may contain
completely garbage values. It is not necessary to be in exact
format what it want to be can be in any format. This process
is made to keep the data meaningful and for further
processing. Data must be kept in an organized format.

Fig. 1 process architecture
Data collection is the first activity. It is collected from various
social media networks (twitter, kaggle, data.gov) etc. Then
create non-relational databases. Then cleaning process is
started after that the data is stored in relational databases.
Then train the dataset using supervised machine learning
algorithms (Linear regression, Navies Bayes). Finally the
results are visualised and evaluated.

2. Modules
1) Data collection: Real time data collected from Twitter,
kaggle, UCI , Data.gov
2) Data Cleaning: fill the missing data and cleaning the
noise data.
3) Machine learning algorithm: In this module we use
linear regression and Naive bayes supervised
algorithms

Fig.3Non-bots data

4) Compare the machine learning model: Finally we
create a compare model for other algorithms and also
visualize the results

DATA COLLECTION:
Real time data collected from Twitter, kaggle, UCI,
Data.gov. Collection of data is one of the major and most
important tasks of any machine learning projects. Because
the input we feed to the
algorithms is data. So, the
algorithms efficiency and accuracy depends upon the
correctness and quality of data collected. So as the data same
will be the output.
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Fig.4 Sample source code

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM TRAINING:
The next step is algorithms are applied to data and
results are noted and observed. The algorithms are applied
in the fashion Mention in the diagram so as to improve
accuracy at each stage.

TRAINING AND TESTING:
Finally after processing of data the next task is
obviously testing. In this process where performance of the
algorithm, quality of data, and required output all appears
out. 80 percent of the data is utilized for training from the
huge data set collected and 20 percent of the data is reserved
for testing. Training is the process of making the machine to
learn and giving it the capability to make further predictions
based on the training process. Whereas testing means
already having a predefined data set with output also
previously labeled and the model is tested whether it is
working properly or not and is giving the right prediction or
not. If maximum number of predictions is right then model
will have a good accuracy percentage and is reliable to
continue with otherwise better to change the model.

ExperimentalResults
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3. CONCLUSIONS
A dataset of all media platforms are collected and
maintained. In this paper the overall concept of the process
has been explained as a summary. The accuracy of the
process is ensured. For the future use they may extend their
accuracy even more with another algorithm.
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A powerful web application can be developed where
inputs are not given directly instead student parameters are
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